This month meet Kyle Tillery, AGC FLF Member at Large

Kyle has been with Adolfson & Peterson Construction for 13 years since graduating from Colorado State University in Construction Management and is currently, a Project Superintendent. His project experience spans multiple markets including correctional, municipal, office and senior living. He also has specialized in the higher education and k-12 sectors.

Why Kyle Chose Construction: He learned about construction and what it takes to be a Superintendent while in High School. Since then, he pursued a degree in Construction Management in order to follow his dream of being the “man in charge” on the jobsite.

Why he chose Adolfson & Peterson: Kyle enjoys the people he works with which makes all the difference. A&P also provides growth potential with the ability to learn and take on different responsibilities.

The BEST part of his job: There is never a dull moment in the day. He enjoys the constant problem solving and the daily attention to the many construction activities occurring on the project site.

Aside from Work: In his free time, Kyle enjoys hanging out with his wife and three kids as much as possible.

Welcome FLF’S Newest Member
Greg Jackson, Calcon

October Event Recap
Various Dates

Precon Roundtable: Open dialogue regarding what is and is not working within the industry. Held at Beck’s office in downtown Denver, FLF Members carried an in depth conversation about the industry and preconstruction standards.

Operations Roundtable: Discussion around current lessons learned on projects. Two sessions, one North and one South consisted of take aways from current project interactions and what Subcontractors can do to assist General Contractors and vice versa.

If you have questions or would like more information about membership with the Future Leaders Forum, please visit www.agccolorado.org or contact:

Cathy Bedell
cathy@agccolorado.org

Kyle Tillery
ktillery@a-p.com

Elana Hawkey
elanahawkey@gmail.com
UP NEXT:

**FLF Holiday Party**

Thursday, December 12, 2019  
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm

*Let’s celebrate the Holidays and a successful year for the FLF!!!*

Location: The Denver Athletic Club - Billiards Parlor  
1325 Glenarm Place, Denver, CO 80204

You’re guest/spouse is welcome to join in the fun. Just be sure you RSVP to Cathy with their name.

---

**November 12 & 13, 2019**  
**Denver Rescue Mission Volunteer Days**

Each morning FLF members met at 6:30 am to volunteer at the Denver Rescue Mission serving breakfast to those in need.

The Rescue Mission serves three meals a day seven days a week. On average, 1,600 people a day. However, it depends on the weather and the time of month. If it’s colder more individuals will stop in to get a warm meal. On October 29, after the big snow storm, they served 700 people during lunch alone.

Tuesday, November 12, FLF served 578 plates of breakfast.  
Wednesday, November 13, FLF served 392 plates.

**November 21, 2019**  
**Jake Plummer**  
**Teamwork, Leadership, Accountability**

Jake Plummer gave a very open and honest presentation about his career in the NFL, who motivates him, and what leadership means to him. It was quite inspiring. He holds a lot of passion for Football, playing in the NFL was his dream come true. He’s currently acting as an entrepreneur and is very involved in his new startup involving a digital playbook.

Tours of Empower Field at Mile High Stadium were offered before and after “Jake the Snake” spoke.

FLF is currently accepting new members. Do you know someone who would be a great fit? If so, reach out to Cathy Bedell at cathy@agccolorado.org, Kyle Tillery at ktillery@a-p.com, or Elana Hawkey at elanahawkey@gmail.com